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Message	
  from	
  the	
  Principal	
  
BIS is a small school with a big voice in Education, one that is heard and
respected far and wide. It was founded by visionaries in 1962. With a history
of 52 years, it is unique as it was established by a group of parents known as
our ‘Founder’ members who were dissatisfied with the prevalent system of
education then. They were a group of parents aspiring towards a liberal and
secular education for their own and other children in Mumbai.
The BIS association is a parent co-operative. The Governing Body consists of
the Trustees, Founder Members, elected Parent Members and Principal. The
Founder Members drafted a written constitution, which gives guidelines and
framework to the school. This ensures continuity of philosophy and approach.
Education at BIS goes beyond classrooms and pages in a textbook. Students
emerge as confident young individuals, ready to face challenges of the
21st century. We inspire our students to question and learn by doing, we give
them the skills, courage, optimism and integrity to pursue their own dreams.
In doing so, our students grow into young and creative adults who pursue
interesting and challenging careers.
Learning takes many forms at BIS. Each student achieves his or her own
potential in the classroom, the stage, the gymnasium, Visual Arts room and the
sports field. Being a small school, there are several opportunities for each
individual to explore and hone his or her unique talents. We encourage all our
students to persevere, participate and take responsibility for their own
development. Through the years at BIS, our students are happy to come to
school, as each day is an adventure, with something new and exciting to
engage them everyday.
Our excellent results at the ICSE, IGCSE and IBDP examinations are a
testimony to the excellence in pedagogy and assessment. Teaching staff is of
high calibre who strive to create a nurturing and challenging learning
environment. This helps our students get a good grounding for their further
education. Consequently, their undergraduate college placements are
impressive. In the last two years, our students have gained admission to
several of the most prestigious universities in the USA, UK, India and Asia
Pacific.
Bombay International School is a three-way partnership in which our parents
are a tremendous support. They participate in and embrace the school’s
philosophy enshrined in our constitution. Parents are caretakers of the school
for future generations. This makes us a unique school since we create a
community of people who are invested in high quality education. This is a very
supportive community where we care about each other and try to make a
difference to our own worlds and the world at large.
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Bombay International School prepares students for life in the millennium, and in
doing so, is constantly building meaningful relationships with students, parents,
teachers and other stakeholders. This has led to rethinking of our curriculum
frameworks, developing maps for vertical and horizontal articulation and balancing
formative and summative assessments to enhance learning. There is focus on
addressing global perspectives and identifying salient interdisciplinary linkages for
real-world applications.
I am honoured to be the Principal of this Institution since 2004 and look forward
to leading it to even greater heights.
Mona Seervai
Principal
Bombay International School
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Our	
  Vision	
  
“To create an appreciation and understanding and respect of various cultural
back grounds and national heritages in order to help the child face the changing
world of today, thereby, preparing him to take an active and responsible role as a
citizen in the world of the future;”
“To cultivate and develop the character of the children; to guide their minds
towards independent, liberal, creative thinking; to strengthen their wills; to inculcate
tolerance and understanding for all their fellows;”
“To expect the parents and teachers to work together in harmony for the
best interest of the children;”
“To attract teaching staff of high calibre, character and ability, capable of
mental flexibility inspired with a love for imparting knowledge and the development
of the children’s innate curiosity and the skills by which it can be satisfied; to be
aware that a way of teaching grows out of a philosophical respect for what is
taught.”
Excerpts from the Memorandum of Association and constitution of the
Bombay International School Association (Mumbai, 1999)
Our Mission
“To limit the classes in this school to a reasonably small number of pupils in
order that imaginative teaching methods of a high standard may develop the child’s
ability to its fullest”
“To teach the disciplines and skills of learning; to awaken an interest in the
natural phenomena; to encourage manual dexterity and pride in the work of hands;
to teach the child to respect and enjoy learning; to educate the child within the school
hours, thus eliminating the need for excess outside homework.”
“To teach Indian philosophy, literature, music, art soundly at appropriate
levels in relation to their world concepts; to relate events as they occur to the past,
thus giving the child a clear perspective of the history of the past and present and
how it affects his/her environment and developing responsibilities, to develop pride in
the varied national citizenship of the students as a basis for participation in world
citizenship.”
“To encourage the feeling of co-operation, inter-dependence and
brotherhood, thus giving the basis for practical living as means for dealing with
problems of life with intelligence and fortitude.”
“To develop in the parents of the children, pride and respect for the value of
good education and the responsibility of achieving this education through their own
efforts and continuing interest. “
Excerpts from the Memorandum of Association and constitution of the
Bombay International School Association (Mumbai, 1999)
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History	
  of	
  BIS	
  
It all started with a small waffle party – and a big burst of enthusiasm. At least that’s
how the story goes…
It was 1961, and a group of young mothers were sitting together at a waffle party,
sipping coffee and discussing the strict and uninspiring schools in Mumbai. Many of
the women were expatriates - some were Indian. But they all hated the idea of
exposing their children to academic pressure, punishment and rote learning. But
what was the option in Mumbai?
It was at that point that one mother suggested getting together and setting up an
informal little school in their own drawing rooms and back-gardens. The others
though it was an idea worth investigating; a group was formed and a letter was typed
and circulated amongst acquaintances. “The mothers, whose names are below, are
interested in organizing an elementary school incorporating the ideas in the following
paragraphs,” it stated. “We would like to know if there are enough other parents
equally interested and willing to join us in the work of establishing such a school.”
The idea of a gentle and happy school held enormous appeal, and both expatriates
and Indians responded wholeheartedly. Within months, the Bombay International
School Association was registered. It was decided that the school would start with a
pre-primary and six standards and an additional class would be added every year. The
classes would be small, so that each one of the 25 or 30 children would receive
individual attention. Excessive homework was to be avoided and welfare of the child
was always to come first.
Anyone who agreed to these objectives could pay Rs. 200 and become a member.
Eventually 183 people signed up as founder members. The impressive list included
artist Jehangir Sabavala and his wife Shirin. Also Page and Harsh Mehta, whose father,
Jivraj Mehta was the first Chief Minister of Gujarat and mother, Hansa Mehta was
Vice-Chancellor of Baroda University. Then there was M.H. Kania, who later became
the Chief Justice of India and Dr Suma Chitnis who later became the Vice-Chancellor
of SNDT University. Not to forget H.M. Seervai, the then Advocate General of
Maharashtra, and Kamla Bhoota who founded the Bal Vikas nursery.
Early parents of the school included artist M.F.Husain, physicist Dr Raja Ramanna,
architect Charles Correa, actors Shashi and Jennifer Kapoor, Sujata Manohar, who
was later a judge of the Bombay High Court and Supreme Court and industrialist
Keshub Mahindra.
The founders and parents brought with them the requisite expertise and
commitment. The legal minds drew up a constitution; the culinary experts planned a
school menu; the academically inclined sourced teaching materials. One founder
member offered to teach modern dance, another to design the desks and chairs, still
another to fashion the library shelves. And then finally, after months of uncertainly,
the school managed to rent a cluster of rooms on the third floor of Bhawani Bhawan
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Palace Building on Darabshaw Road. On June 11, 1962 about 90 children entered
their new school, accommodated in six rooms and a terrace near Napean Sea Road.
From the very first day, Bombay International School was determined to follow its
unique path. Teachers were encouraged to innovate, parents sourced interesting
textbooks from abroad and a distinctive curriculum was crafted. As early as 1962,
the school toyed with the idea of adopting the IB curriculum. Although it finally
chose ICSE, BIS has always followed the liberal, open-minded, learning-throughexperience philosophy that is today associated with the IB.
Along with all the excitement and chaos, not to mention the new kitchen run by
parents of the school and bus-routes—came problems. The landlord at Bhavani
Bhavan asked BIS to leave. But this time the school was fortunate. It managed to buy
Gilbert Building at Babulnath and moved into its very own home in 1964. (Only two
flats in the building were vacant at that point; the rest were occupied by tenants. But
over the years, the school has managed to acquire more and more flats in the
building—a process that continues even today.)
Once the school settled down in Gilbert Building, it began to grow, flourish and
experiment. Over fifty years have gone by and students continue to benefit from the
brave blueprints and unusual ideas generated in those early years. Even today, exams
involve minimum panic and pressure. The class size is limited to 34. The morning
assemblies ensure that you will almost never meet a stage-shy or tongue-tied BISite.
The library remains a welcoming haven, stocked with fabulous reference books, wellthumbed classics and the latest releases. The school lunch continues to bring
students together - and gives them not just a healthy lunch, but also something to
joke about!
Most importantly, engaging discussions and debates characterize the BIS classroom.
Children are always, always encouraged to inquire, ask questions and give their
opinions.
Moreover, parents still view themselves as stakeholders. They bring their interests
and expertise into the school, exposing children to everything from clay modelling to
kathak to vermiculture. The constant stream of Library Mothers, Kitchen Mothers,
Bus Mothers and Class Mothers, not to forget the occasional Kitchen Father, and
frequent Class Father, give the school a unique energy. But this also comes with its
very own brand of democracy. And for many years, BIS was as known for its
vociferous debates as its vocal and confident students.
The last decade has, however, been one of stability and maturity. Mrs. Mona Seervai
has now been principal of the school for 10 years and has steered BIS in to emerging
and contemporary directions.
In 2007, BIS adopted an international curriculum. Today the school offers three
boards. Once students reach Senior School they can choose between the national
curriculum (ICSE) and the international curriculum (IGCSE). The school’s first IGCSE
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batch graduated in 2012. The first IB Diploma Programme batch graduated in 2013.
We are also a candidate school for the IB Primary Years Programme.

The	
  IB	
  Mission	
  Statement	
  
The International Baccalaureate Organisation aims to develop inquiring,
knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a better and more
peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. These
programmes encourage students across the world to become active, compassionate
and lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their differences, can
also be right.
The IB Diploma Programme is guided by a clear mission translated into a set of
learning outcomes for the 21st century learner. The clarity of this mission provides a
thematic approach that influences the culture and educational practices at BIS. The IB
is a natural choice of curriculum at BIS given the synergy between the school’s
educational philosophy and that of the IB.

The	
  IB	
  Diploma	
  Programme	
  
About 2460 schools in 142 countries currently offer the IBDP worldwide. In India,
over 100 schools offer it. The IBDP provides students with a holistic education and
gives them a strong foundation to face challenges of higher education. A dynamic
curriculum, effective teachers, small class sizes and a formalised approach to
community service and creativity is what allures parents to opt for the IB at BIS.
The Diploma Programme encourages inquiry based learning. Teachers explore
diverse perspectives with students and embed the IB philosophy in to learning. By
2014, more than one million International Baccalaureate (IB) students will have
participated in the IB Diploma Programme, and more than 1,30,000 Diploma
Programme students will be entering university each year. IB students represent a
broad range of nationalities from 142 countries and reflect diverse experiences and
perspectives. These experiences, in combination with the emphasis on international
mindedness and academic rigour of the Diploma Programme, provide students with a
unique set of skills, attitudes and perspectives for success in university and life in the
21st century.
The Diploma Programme prepares students for effective participation in a rapidly
evolving and increasingly global society as they:
o develop physically, intellectually, emotionally and ethically
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o acquire breadth and depth of knowledge and understanding,
studying courses from 6 subject groups
o develop the skills and a positive attitude towards learning that will
prepare them for higher education
o study at least two languages, and develop an understanding of
cultures, including their own
o make connections across traditional academic disciplines and
explore the nature of knowledge through the programme’s unique
theory of knowledge course
o undertake in-depth research into an area of interest through the
lens of one or more academic disciplines in the extended essay
o enhance their personal and interpersonal development through
creativity, action and service
“IB students demonstrate a very high degree of alignment with Knowledge and Skills
for University Success (KSUS) standards in all subject areas. In addition, many of the
individual IB standards are at a level more advanced than entry-level college courses.”
- David Conley and Terri Ward, Educational Policy Improvement Center, Eugene, Oregon, USA

Indian parents have begun to see great value in the IBDP. Community Service,
‘extended essay’ and ‘theory of knowledge’ (ToK) are unique to the IB Diploma
Programme. Aspects like promotion of intercultural understanding and crossdisciplinary science projects, which rarely occur in the national curricula are
fascinating. ToK encourages students to question acceptable forms of knowledge and
forms the ‘temperament’ of the IB student who learns by questioning, verifying,
comparing and accepting. The curriculum is internationally recognised across all
countries and final examinations are externally marked and governed. Rigorous
external assessment with published global benchmarks makes this a much sought after
high school qualification. The course prepares students for success at college and life
beyond.
The DP balances subject breadth and depth and considers the nature of knowledge
across disciplines through the unique theory of knowledge course. The value of
international mindedness starting with a foundation in our own language and culture,
is at the centre of this programme.
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The	
  IBDP	
  curriculum	
  model	
  and	
  subjects	
  offered	
  at	
  BIS	
  
	
  

The Core
The extended essay enables students to engage in independent research
through an in-depth study on a topic relating to one of the DP subjects they
are studying. The ‘World Studies’ cross-disciplinary extended essay option
allows students to focus on a topic of global significance which they examine
through the lens of more than one DP subject.
Theory of knowledge develops a coherent approach to learning that
unifies academic disciplines and helps students identify and build crossdisciplinary connections. In this course on critical thinking, students inquire
into the nature of knowledge, ways of ‘knowing’ and deepen their
understanding of construction of ‘Areas of Knowledge’ in a social context.
Creativity, action, service (CAS) involves students in a range of
activities alongside their academic studies throughout the Diploma
Programme. Creativity encourages students to engage in the arts and creative
activities. Action seeks to develop a healthy body and lifestyle through physical
activity. Service in the community offers a vehicle for immense lifelong learning
skills. The three strands of CAS enhance students’ personal and interpersonal
development through experiential learning and journeys of self-discovery.
Source: http://www.ibo.org/myib/digitaltoolkit/files/logos/DP-Eng.png
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The CAS programme at the BIS truly nourishes and nurtures the mind (through
Creativity), body (through Action) and soul (through Service) of the students.
We offer our students many options to explore facets of their personalities that they
may never have discovered. Whether it is “riding horses” at Camp Japalouppe or
“doggedly” volunteering at Welfare of Stray Dogs, our students have been
encouraged to do it all.
Under Creativity, students have learned contemporary dance, baking, film-making,
photography, art forms, have joined Film Appreciation classes, taken part in Model
United Nations Conferences and edited and published their own newsletters. They
have put up entirely student driven theatre performances that have been received
very well.
For Action, they have gone on Adventure Camps where they have learned horse
riding, and tried out adventure sports. They have also gone sailing, practised yoga,
tried out Zumba and Spin classes and have even taken out the time to play the
beloved sport of all BIS-ites – football.
Our students volunteer at Salaam Baalak, Down to Earth, Muktangan, Akanksha,
Welfare of Stray Dogs, Teach for India, St. Jude’s Centre for Children, Toybank and
at our school’s very own FunShaala.
Besides this, students have taken the initiative to organise fund-raisers and collection
drives for their favourite NGOs. They have also taken the initiative to organise
events of global importance such as Peace Day, One Billion Rising, Earth Day and the
Hunger Banquet.

Beyond	
  the	
  classroom	
  

Guest lectures by industry specialists and visiting faculty from top universities are
regularly invited to address our students. Field visits to bring concepts covered in the
classroom ‘alive’ are also commonplace at BIS.
Step-NUS Brain Camp
Every year, a few students attend the annual Brain Camp at the National University of
Singapore. They attend lectures by experts on neuroscience and the brain. They
participate in research, various activities and witness labs being carried out by
professionals using state-of-the-art equipment.
Brainstorming with Science and Behaviour Camp
Inspired by the Brain Camp in Singapore, BIS organises an inter-school Science Camp
every year. to give high school students an opportunity to conduct hands-on scientific
inquiry and research under the guidance of ‘real world’ scientists. The programme is
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the first of its kind in India and was received with tremendous success by schools and
colleges.
During the three-day intensive programme, 45-50 students from grades 11 and 12
learn about intricacies of the human brain in a cross-disciplinary context from experts
in the fields of science and cognition. Students attend interactive seminars, conduct
hands-on experiments and present their own research and participate in functional
MRI studies of the brain. Students will be sensitized to the fact that there are crossdisciplinary connections between Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Psychology and
Computer engineering.
The programme intends to acquaint students with professional university level
research, the essence of modern science. The programme places students in the
driver’s seat, putting them in charge of their own learning.
Participating schools choose an original research question and develop their idea
under the guidance of a mentor, a scientist from TIFR/ Sophia College. Students can
investigate questions of neuroscience that are being professionally investigated today,
for example, ‘Biological workings of dreams and memories’.
Art Camps and Workshops
Students studying Visual Arts in the IBDP are taken for an Art Camp every year to
different parts of India to study art and architecture in that region. Besides sketching
and photography, the students attend workshops by master craftsmen, visit places of
artistic interest and use these skills in their studio work.
Apart from Art Camps, workshops by experts are regularly organised for them to
equip students with the use of different media and art forms.
International Exchanges
BIS strongly believes in cultivating a spirit of international-mindedness in its students.
Our students travel to Germany and Spain not only for language immersion but also to
develop respect and appreciation of the cultures of these countries.
BIS has partnered with Schönborn Gymnasium, Bruchfels in Germany for an
exchange programme for the students of German B, HL/SL.
BIS has also partnered with Colegio Internacional Torrequebrada, Málaga and its
sister school, Colegio Europa, Bilbao, in Spain to run an exchange programme for its
Spanish ab initio students.
Students of all partner countries learn about cultures of the host nation and take part
in various activities such as local dances, cooking, art, music and sport. They visit
places of cultural interest and interact with the local communities.
During these exchanges, students live with the families of their hosts and learn firsthand about their daily life, customs and traditions.
11

tGELF Summer Programmes
For the last three years, students from the IBDP are awarded partial or full
scholarships from The Global Education and Leadership Foundation to attend
Summer Programmes at Brown University, LeHigh University and Georgetown
University in the United States of America. Students attend lectures by senior
professors and experts, go on excursions and field trips, learn leadership and
collaborative skills and get a chance to experience campus life first hand.
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Our	
  Faculty	
  

In an article in the September 2007 issue of IB World, eminent psychologist and
educationist, Professor Howard Gardner says, “education is embracing more
individual centred learning … teachers must adopt new techniques to keep
ahead in a changing world.”
With this in mind, the IBDP at BIS has been adopting practices that are geared
towards meeting the needs of the 21st century learner. An academically rigorous
programme like the IBD makes huge demands on the teachers and students alike. Our
faculty strives to rise to the challenge of making the courses they teach both
interesting as well as eclectic.
Mona Seervai, Principal

During her ten year tenure as our principal, Mona has brought about a significant
change to the institution through inclusive learning, intensive teacher training and the
introduction of the Cambridge and IB boards.
Mona is a passionate teacher; she teaches Chemistry to Grade 8 students as well as
Theory of Knowledge to the Diploma Programme students.She holds a Master’s
degree in Biochemistry from Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania and a B. Ed. from
Bombay University.
As Head of BIS, Mona has consolidated her experiences in research, development and
education. She retains the rigour of a scientist, the sensitivity to issues affecting less
privileged sections of society and expectations of an international curriculum such as
the IB.
Mona is part of the nine member council of heads of the Regional Council of the IB
Asia-Pacific region and is also an IB Workshop Leader.

Supriya Atal, Head, International Curriculum, Extended Essay Coordinator,
Business Management

An alumnus of IIM (A), Supriya has worked at Jamnabai Narsee School (January 2005 –
June 2007) and Dhirubhai Ambani International School (July 2007 – August 2013) in
various teaching, coordination and leadership roles. Her core strengths are IB
curriculum coordination, teaching IB Business Management, Extended Essay
coordination, professional development and training, change management and
implementation and alignment of the programme with Standards and Practices, IB
workshop leadership, school authorization and Examinership.
She was appointed by International Baccalaureate, Global School Services (Bethesda,
USA) as ‘Design Service Team Member’ on the PYP-MYP-DP Curriculum Alignment
team in September 2013. She has done an IB upskilling course in concept based
teaching in October 2013. She has led Category 1 and 3 IB workshops since 2010 in
the Asia Pacific for Extended Essays, DP Coordination and Business Management. She
has led SAIBSA workshops in Bangalore (2008) and Mumbai (2012 and 2013).
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She is passionate about engaging with the IB programme at international schools to
implement best practices. She wants to contribute at the Primary and High school
level by vertical and horizontal alignment practices, teaching, developing course
content and innovative methods of delivery. She is working closely with teachers and
students at BIS to embed the ATL (approaches to teaching and learning) continuum
skills in their learning processes. She keeps herself updated by participating in
international education conventions, seminars and paper presentations.
Nita Row, Diploma Programme Coordinator, Spanish ab initio

Nita, in addition to her administrative responsibilities, teaches Spanish ab initio to the
DP students.
She has qualifications in English Literature, a Diploma in Early Childhood Care and
Education and has completed the Diploma Internacional de Español Nivel C1,
(Universidad de Salamanca, España) and the Diploma Formación de Profesores de
Español Lengua Extranjera (FIDESCU, España).
She has attended the IBDP Category 1 Workshop for Spanish ab initio, (Madrid),
Category 1 Workshop for CAS (Madrid) as well as several workshops in Educational
Pedagogy.
She has taught Social Studies, Spanish and English to Middle School at BIS for one year
and has taught Spanish ab initio for the IBDP students for the last three years.
Nita thinks of herself as the archetypal lifelong learner. She is an innately curious
person and has a fairly eclectic taste in books and music. Her greatest joy is to get
involved in causes for the benefit of the local and global community. Her teaching
philosophy can be summed up in two words: "Child First".
Meher Ursekar, ToK Team Leader

Meher completed her M.D. (Medicine), DMRD (Radiology) from University of
Mumbai and got a Fellowship (Neuroradiology) from the New York University
Medical Center. She has taught at the University for more than 15 years. She has been
a thesis guide at the Diplomat of the National Board of Radiology and a faculty at the
Radiology Education Foundation. She is also part of the editorial board of the Indian
Journal of Radiology. Meher is a Consultant in Neuroradiology and Advanced MRI
applications and has been teaching Theory of Knowledge to the Diploma Programme
students at BIS since its inception.
She has attended IB Category 1 Biology and TOK DP Category 1 workshops in 2011
and a Category 3 TOK workshop in 2013 and is a TOK IB examiner.
Meher believes that education must be available freely to all and that students must
study in environments free from discrimination. Schools are communities of learning
in which we share what we know with each other and acquire capacities to discover
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who we are, what drives us, and how we can enable change within the communities in
which we reside.
Asha Kumar, English A, Theory of Knowledge

Asha holds a Master’s degree in English Literature, Asha has immense IB experience
both as an English teacher as well as a ToK Facilitator. She has attended several IBDP
Category 1, 2 and 3 Workshops in both subjects besides a few IGCSE workshops as
well.
She has taught the IB curriculum for six years and is an IB Examiner at the Higher
Level. She has previously headed the English Department in two schools and has
recently joined BIS as an English and ToK teacher.
Asha aspires to be an academician par excellence and contribute to the growing field
of English Literature teaching and writing in India by facilitating young university
aspirants hone their research skills and guide them in interpreting and responding to
literary texts. Teaching, for her, is the best way to maintain an intellectual stimulation,
an outlet preferred by many thinkers.
She has always believed that teachers kindle the inherent urge to learn and instill the
desire to excel in life. In her experience, inspiring learners and clarifying why they
need to know that which is being taught ensures interest and commitment towards
learning.
Smriti Jaiswal, English A

Smriti has done her M.A. in Literature from Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu and an
MA in Literature and Creative Writing as a Fulbright Scholar from Temple University,
Philadelphia. She later went on to get an MFA in Creative Writing from North
Carolina State University. She worked for several years in the United States as a
Teaching Assistant. She has conducted several writing courses for undergraduate as
well as doctoral students.
She has attended the IB Category 1 Language and Literature Workshop. She joined
BIS in 2013 and teaches both Literature and Language & Literature to IBDP students
and also teaches English to Senior School students.
A published author, she writes regularly and her short stories have been featured in
several collections of short stories, blogs and periodicals. She was the founder and
editor of an award-winning literary magazine called The Raleigh Review in the United
States. She reads extensively and is passionate about teaching. She has co-authored a
full length book published by Zubaan and is currently working on translating a
collection of short stories from Nepali to English as well as on her first novel.
Her teaching philosophy can be summed up in the words of Phil Collins:” In learning
you will teach, and in teaching you will learn.”
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Anuradha Sorabjee, German B

Anuradha studied Business in Austria and completed her Bachelor’s degree in
Business Administration and International Trade from the University of Business
Administration in Vienna. She then moved to India and pursued a Postgraduate
Diploma in Indian Aesthetics. Being half-Austrian, she is fluent in both German and
English and has joined BIS recently as the German Language teacher for IGCSE and
IBDP students.
Anuradha’s background, because of her roots in both Austria and India, gives her a
true international perspective and she is thus passionate about the cultures, crafts,
art, music and history of both countries. She is able to share her international
upbringing and global mindset with her students and strives to enhance their outlook
towards a global world.
Shalu Avasthi, Hindi B

Shalu has been teaching Hindi at BIS for the last seven years to Senior School and DP
students. She has a Master’s degree in Hindi and has also completed her B. Ed.
She has attended IGCSE cell meetings and CIE workshops for Hindi as well as the IB
DP Category 1 workshop for Hindi B.
She loves being with students and is passionate about igniting a love for our national
language in our students. She enjoys dance, music and meeting people.
Gehna Hingorani, Business Management

Gehna has a Master’s degree in Management Studies and is currently pursuing a Ph.D
in Leadership of Family Managed businesses.
A highly experienced teacher, she was a lecturer and the Coordinator for the BMS
programme since its inception at the prestigious H.R. College for 11 years.
Her forte at the college was forging industry-academia linkages. She also led two
faculty delegations to eminent universities’ at the U.K and South Africa to study their
academic best practices. She taught a summer program at NJIT University in the U.S.
and observed a summer marketing course at LSE, U.K. Gehna was also actively
involved in training and development at H.R. College and conducted various
workshops on contemporary management topics and academic innovations.

She joined BIS two years ago as the Business & Management teacher and has attended
the DP Category 1 Workshop in Business & Management and DP Category 3 SSS
Workshop in Business Management.
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Outside of teaching, Gehna’s other love is music and she is a registered teacher at
Music Together. She loves to travel and explore exotic destinations. She believes in
encouraging dynamic, innovative, application-based learning. Her effort has always
been to link contemporary events in the world and the students’ own life experiences
to her classes. She believes that the teaching and learning is a two way process and
that the teachers’ have as much to gain if not more from their interaction with
students.

Resham Bajaj, Business Management

An alumnus of BIS, Resham has a Bachelor’s degree in Management Studies and in
Education and also a Master’s degree in Commerce from the University of Mumbai.
She is currently working on her Ph.D. in Management Studies. She has been teaching
Business to IGCSE and IBDP students for the last three years at BIS.
She has completed a Category 1 workshop in Economics and has attended a
workshop on Leadership and Entrepreneurship Skill Development at the Indian
Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. In addition, she has done a Micro MBA
Programme conducted by Professor Phil Young of Columbia and NY University in
2012.
She has been a Faculty Advisor for programmes such as BizWorld (a programme for
students that taught them the basics of entrepreneurship, business and finance) and
also for Model United Nations Conferences like the Harvard MUN Conference in
Mumbai. She also spearheaded the student-led marketing campaign and launch of the
BIS 50th year Merchandise.
Resham is extremely passionate about her subject she strives to infuse her students
with a similar enthusiasm and ignite the entrepreneurial spirit in them. She describes
herself as a voracious reader and a travel aficionado. Her educational philosophy is
reflected in the words of William Arthur Ward: “If you can imagine it, you can
achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it.”
Ambica Naithani, CAS Coordinator & Economics

Ambica completed her M.Sc. in Development Studies from the University of London
after doing her B.Com. (Hons) from Delhi University.
She teaches Economics at BIS and is also the CAS Coordinator. She was previously a
corporate news reporter with the Economic Times for both its print and television
venture. She has worked on several research projects in the fields of education,
policy, agriculture and trafficking.
Ambica has attended the IBDP Category 2 workshop for Economics in 2014. She is
passionate about discovering new places and exploring different cultures. She loves
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reading and interacting with people from different backgrounds. She professes to be
deeply interested in observing and understanding how the world we live in is being
shaped. This has led her to believe that real change is conceived in the impressionable
and malleable minds of the young and in the power of teaching as a tool for change.
Ambica believes in cultivating an interdisciplinary approach towards education that
breaks the shackles of strict academic affiliations and encourages students to think
and thrive in classrooms and beyond.
Vidya Vageesh, History

Vidya Vageesh has a Master’s Degree in History and a Bachelor’s Degree in Education
from the University of Bombay. She has 20 years of experience in teaching English and
Social Sciences. She has attended the IBDP Category 2 workshop in History.
She has previously worked in Udayachal High School [Godrej & Boyce- Mumbai],
Vidya Mandir Senior Secondary School [Chennai] and Sophia College for Arts and
Science [Mumbai].She has led school delegations to various Model UN Programmes.
She visited schools in the U.S.A. as a part of the Rotary Exchange Programme in 2001.
She led a delegation of students to the Methodist Girls School, Singapore as a part of
the Educational Exchange Programme in 2008.
She enjoys teaching History, and her constant endeavour is to make her subject
interesting and relevant.
Heena Jaffer, Psychology

Heena holds a dual qualification, a Bachelor’s Degree in both Sociology and
Psychology. She holds a Diploma in Interior Design from Nirmala Niketan. She has
worked extensively with adolescents and has attended the International Adolescent
Education Program conducted by the IIS London. Heena has been a core team
member and faculty at the Aga Khan Development Network (AKDN) for twelve
years. She was the Chairperson of the Aga Khan Youth and Sports Board for three
years. She joined BIS in 2011 and has attended an IB Psychology Category 2 workshop
in Dubai.
She believes that the two most important qualities that work well for her as a teacher
are fairness and creativity. She believes children are always willing to learn; though
sometimes they may not like being ‘taught’. She strives to make her classes engaging
since she feels that students are more ‘learning partners’ than ‘passive participants’ in
the teaching learning process.
She loves children, she loves the subject that she teaches, and she loves teaching. She
also contributes in the HRD department of her family enterprise. She enjoys Yoga and
travelling.
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Priya Aga, Psychology

Priya holds a Master’s Degree in Psychology with a specialization in Industrial
Psychology from the Bombay University and a Bachelors degree in Education. She
teaches DP Psychology and has been a member of the BIS team for the last
three years.
She has participated in the SAIBSA 'Job Alike Sessions' workshop held in Mumbai in
February 2013 as well as the Asia Pacific Psychology Category 2 workshop held in
Mumbai in February 2014.
Her teaching experience spans over different subjects, age groups and curricula. She
has taught music to toddlers, French at the junior college level in St. Xavier’s College,
French at the MYP level at the Mercedes Benz International School, Pune, French at
the ICSE level at Bombay Scottish School and of course, Psychology.
Priya finds that teaching young adults is always interesting, invigorating, rewarding and
often challenging! She believes that to be a successful teacher to students of this age,
one must demonstrate a sincerity and honest commitment to the profession. She is
passionate about both her profession and her subject and hopes to enthuse her
students to become lifelong learners.
Besides teaching, her great joy is music. She has studied formal music for over 15
years and has been a performer at the piano and percussion with the Bombay
Chamber Orchestra. She is currently an active member of the Paranjoti Academy
Chorus which is a renowned a capella choir.
Anuradha Sridhar, Chemistry

Anuradha completed her Doctorate in Chemistry from M.S. University, Baroda in the
field of Polymer and Surfactant Chemistry. She then moved on to a career in
Education. She has attended the IB Diploma Programme Coordinators’ Workshop at
the American School, New Delhi as well as other workshops conducted by the IB, in
Chemistry (Category 3 subject specific seminar, 2014) and Educational Pedagogy.
Anuradha started her career in education as a teaching assistant at the Faculty of
Science, M.S. University of Baroda while she was a research student. She then joined
the Sophia College of Arts and Science for Women, Mumbai. A career in IB beckoned
her and she joined Podar International School as faculty for Chemistry in 2005. She
was then appointed by RBK International Academy as the Diploma Programme
Coordinator before joining Bombay International School in 2011. She is an IB
examiner for Chemistry Higher Level, Paper 2.
Anuradha describes herself as a curious and compassionate person. Always wanting to
help others, she believes that she can make a difference to the lives of 16 -18 year
olds who are on the threshold of stepping into a new world after their Diploma
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Programme. She loves teaching her subject and believes that her educational
philosophy is to bring real life into the classroom.
Nandakumar Menon, Physics

Nandakumar has a Master’s in Physics and has taught Physics and Math in the IB
Diploma Programme as well as the A-levels before he moved to BIS. He has attended
the IBDP Category 2 workshop in Physics in 2011 and, more recently, the Category 3
Subject Specific Seminar in Physics.
He has previously worked in Research and Development in the electronics industry
but found his calling in teaching and feels that his experience and knowledge can be
put to better use in this vocation. As a student, he found that he enjoyed those
classes more where applications and history of the subject were discussed and now
he gives back to the system by following that practice in his own teaching. He
continues to be involved in research work in Physics. Nandakumar also has a keen
interest in Indian philosophy and music.
He firmly believes that a teacher’s own interest and enthusiasm for the subject is
infectious and will rub off on the students and advocates knowledge for its own sake:
the destination being the journey itself.
Pranali Shah, Biology

Pranali holds a Master’s Degree in Biochemistry and a Bachelor’s Degree in Education.
She has been teaching Biology & Environmental Systems and Societies to IBDP
students for the last three years at BIS.
She has completed an online category 1 workshop for Biology & Environmental
Systems and Societies. She has recently attended a category 3 workshop for Biology
which dealt with the changes in the new curriculum. She has also attended GRI
Certified Training Program. The program dealt with aspects of sustainability reporting
and provided insights on challenges and opportunities associated with sustainable
development practices.
She has been a faculty advisor for the STEP-NUS Brain Camp 2013 for which she
guided the students in writing a research paper on Brain Stroke. She accompanied the
students to Singapore for the camp. She also helps with the organization of the Brain
and Behavior camp organized by BIS in collaboration with Tata Institute
of Fundamental Research and Sophia College. She is a student mentor and a CAS
advisor.
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She is passionate about her subject and believes that there is a scientist in all of
us. Her education philosophy is reflected in the words of Albert Einstein: “Education
is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.”
Beena Gopinath, Environmental Systems & Socieites, Biology
Beena holds a Master’s Degree in Botany and a Bachelor’s Degree in Education. She
is teaching Biology & Environmental Systems and Societies to IBDP at BIS.
Her teaching experience spans subjects, age groups and curricula. She has taught
Biology and Environmental science at Hari Sri Vidya Nidhi school Trichur(ISC), St
Mary’s School (ICSE) and the Army Public school.
She will be attending the Category 1 workshop for Environment Systems and
Societies in August 2014 in Singapore. She is also a student mentor and a CAS
advisor.

Priyamvada Das, Mathematics HL, Theory of Knowledge

Priyamvada holds a Master’s degree in Mathematics with specialization in operational
research and a Certificate in Early Childhood Education from Red River College,
Canada. She teaches Mathematics and Theory of Knowledge to the Diploma
Programme students and has attended several workshops conducted by the IB in
Mathematics and TOK. Additionally, she has attended several workshops on
educational pedagogy and teaching methods. She attended a DP Category 3 workshop
in Hong Kong that focused on Internal assessment in Mathematics. Priyamvada is also
an examiner (moderator) for Mathematics Higher Level Explorations.
She comes with immense experience in education. She started her career at the
Sriram School, Gurgoan where she was the HOD for Mathematics and also the
Assistant Diploma Programme Coordinator.
Priyamvada has worked with the Oxford University Press and reviewed their
ISC/ICSE books. She has worked with the Aga Khan Education Service as their Head
– Academic Transition. This involved school development initiatives to transition
from State to National curriculum, professional development of staff, community
development projects and Aga Khan Foundation programmes and participated in the
Outreach programmes to underprivileged schools. She has also been on the panel of
Interviewers for The Aga Khan Foundation Scholarship for post graduate studies as
well as on the panel of recruiters for leadership and staff for the Aga Khan Academy,
Hyderabad.
She joined BIS in 2012 and is passionate about teaching. She has enjoyed teaching
from an early age and this profession comes naturally to her. Even after 15 years of
being in this profession her love for this profession has increased and she seems to be
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growing in every aspect. Other than teaching, her interests include reading, painting,
dancing and choreographing dances in classical and semi classical styles.
Ritesh Jain, Mathematics SL

Ritesh has a Master’s degree in Commerce and is also a qualified C.A. He has taught
in K. C. College and K.C.C.M.S. for nine years. He has attended various seminars
related to Math and currently teaches Additional Math to IGCSE students and
Mathematics SL to IB Diploma Programme students.
His passion for teaching and mentoring makes him walk the extra mile and he feels
rewarded when his students remember him fondly even years later. He believes in
teaching Math in a holistic manner and he integrates varied disciplines in his teaching
of Math using Economics, Physics and even History and Biology. Ritesh is attending
the DP Category 2 Mathematics SL workshop in New Delhi in September, 2014.
Christina Macwan, Mathematical Studies

Christina has done a B.Ed. course and a Teacher Training course with first class from
St. Xavier’s Institute of Education, with special methods of Math and Science,
specializing in Inclusive Education. She has completed her B.Sc. with Physics as her
majors and Mathematics and Statistics as sub subjects from University of Mumbai. She
is interested in expanding her knowledge in pedagogy of teaching Math and Science.
She has completed a mini project in study of reflective practices of in-service
teachers. She believes that reflection on experience is a way to engage and empower
students and teachers.
As an elected member of student council of B. Ed batch 2013-14 she has taken pro
active steps in organizing various events like cultural harmony day, fellowship meals,
valedictory day video, social engagements with the community.
She is currently pursuing a certificate course in Human Rights. She believes in a
“learner- and learning- centered” process of education.
Monica Merchant, Visual Arts

Monica teaches Visual Arts in IBDP and Secondary school since June 2010. She has
done her B.F.A (Bachelor of Fine Arts) from J. J. School of Art, Mumbai. She attended
the Category 3 subject specific seminar in Visual Arts in Mumbai, Category 1
Workshop in Hong Kong in September 2010, SAIBSA workshops at Podar
International School, ‘Master-Artist Foundation’ Programme, and several skill based
workshops She has conducted a workshop on ‘Open Minds – Integrating Visual
Literacy’.
She has worked at the Applied Art at the Sophia Polytechnic, as a Visiting Lecturer at
The Sophia Polytechnic, taught Advertising Design to students of Social
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Communications Media, has been a visiting lecturer at Sophia College and Ruia
College. She has taught Advertising Design to students of Bachelor of Mass Media.
She has boundless enthusiasm and curiosity to learn and share and be an independent
thinker and executor. She focuses on teaching and working on all round development
of children and tries to share all the knowledge and experience they have with them.
She likes to encourage and appreciate them in how they ideate and what they create
and to ensure completion of work to achieve a sense of self worth within their selves.
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Our	
  Students	
  

BIS cultivates a culture that nurtures creativity in all our learners. For a student,
the BIS journey begins in Lower Prep (Kindergarten) with about 30 other peers
and continues right through to the Diploma Programme. In the time spent at
school, BIS students take on the challenges of academic learning, the joy of sports
and extra-curricular activities, the responsibilities of leadership, and most
importantly, the close bonds they forge with their classmates. The small cohort,
not only makes learning an effective, personalised process, but the strength and
unity of the group is also determined by this collaborative group.
BIS students learn about desirable behaviour not because they are forced to
follow a set rules, but as a gradual understanding of self-discipline as a necessity
for their collective good. The easy familiarity between teachers and students runs
hand in hand with a deep, abiding respect that ensures a close-knit school
community. It is also the reason BIS students return to their alma mater time and
again, to give back in more ways than one, and continue their relationship beyond
the time they spend at school.
In the Diploma Programme, skill building workshops, pastoral care, and University
Counselling Services are an integral component of a student’s weekly schedule.

Results	
  and	
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  –	
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  of	
  2014	
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Highlights
♦ All 20 students from our school who appeared for the examination
received the Diploma.
♦ 1 student obtained a perfect score of 45 points, a score achieved by only
146 students worldwide in 2014. One student got 43 points, one got 41
points and 2 have got 40 points.
♦ The batch average total score is almost 36.3 points compared to the
worldwide average of 29.81.
♦ The average combined score for Theory of Knowledge and the Extended
Essay was 2.2 out of a maximum possible score of 3 points.
♦ 75% of our students received either an A or a B grade in the Extended
Essay of which 50% got As.
♦ Three students got a perfect score of 36 in the Extended Essay.
♦ 75% of our students received an A or a B grade in Theory of Knowledge.
♦ In every subject/ level, our school average is significantly higher than that of
the world.
Comparison of Subject Averages
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Subject

BIS Average

World Average

English A: Literature HL

5.67

4.78

English A: Literature SL

5.55

5.07

German B HL

7.00

5.82

German B SL

6.00

5.22

Hindi B HL

6.00

5.40

Hindi B SL

6.00

5.80

Spanish B SL

5.67

5.08

Business & Management HL

5.80

4.66

Economics HL

5.83

5.18

Environmental Systems and

4.50

4.19

History HL

5.60

4.74

History SL

7.00

4.57

Psychology HL

6.50

4.65

Psychology SL

7.00

4.41

Biology HL

5.83

4.32

Biology SL

5.00

4.27

Chemistry HL

6.00

4.53

Chemistry SL

6.00

4.01

Physics HL

5.20

4.65

Math Studies SL

7.00

4.51

Mathematics HL

6.00

4.41

Mathematics SL

5.19

4.48

Visual Arts HL

5.67

4.88

Societies SL
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Placements – India
•
•
•
•
•

Ashoka University
ISDI Parsons
St Xavier College
H. R. College
Jai Hind College

Bombay International School - IBDP

Placements – United Kingdom
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City University, London
Durham University
Imperial College, London
King’s College, London
Lancaster University
University of Bath
University College London,
London

•
•
•
•
•
•

University of Edinburgh
University of Exeter
University of Nottingham
University of St Andrews
University of Warwick
University of York

Bombay International School - IBDP
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Placements –U.S. A.
Babson College
Bard College
Boston University
Bowdoin College
Brandeis University (Aid $11,640 + Brandeis Loan $5,500 + University
Employment - $3,000 =
$20,140 total assistance per
annum)
• Brown University
•
•
•
•
•

• Columbia University
• Cornell University
• Drexel University
(Scholarship - $15,000 per
annum)
• Emory University
• Furman University
(Scholarship - $20,000 per
annum)
• Georgetown University
• Gettysburg College
(Presidential Scholarship $7,500 per annum)

Bombay Interantional School - IBDP

United States of America
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New York University
Northeastern University
University of Notre Dame
Ohio State University
Pennsylvania State University
Rose Hulman Institute of
Technology
Syracuse University
The George Washington
University
Trinity College
Tufts University

• University of California –
Davis
• University of California –
Irvine
• University of California – Los
Angeles
• University of California – Santa
Barbara
• University of California – San
Diego

Bombay Interantional School - IBDP
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United States of America
• University of Chicago
• University of IllinoisUrbana Champaign
• University of Rochester
(Scholarship - $9,000)
• University of San
Francisco
• Santa Clara University
• University of Southern
California
• University of Virginia

• University of Washington
at Seattle
• Wake Forest University
• Washington University in
St. Louis (Received aid for
2 students – each got
$44,600 per annum)
• Wesleyan University

Bombay Interantional School - IBDP
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